To Mount on Wall:

1. DO NOT remove the tape holding the strings in place.
2. Hold the backboard in the desired location against the wall. Level the bottom edge.
3. Place a sharp instrument through the screw holes for mounting marking their positions on the wall.
4. Drill pilot holes. If the wall is sheetrock or plaster use plastic anchors.
5. Screw the sculpture to the wall.
6. Remove tape.

To Wind:

1. Lift front arm.
2. Turn right-hand gear CLOCKWISE 20 turns.
3. Make sure small pawl on the back of the front arm is engaged with pins on left-hand gear.
4. Lower front arm.

To Start:

Gently pull down on forward ball and string until back ball engages arm.

Note: If sculpture stalls during a run cycle, wind one extra loop of string around the forward spool of large wheel. To extend the run time, remove one loop, although this may cause stalling.